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QUESTION 1

You are discussing various EMC assessments to a customer. They want to know the basic difference between Data
Deduplication Assessments (DDAA) and Data Deduplication Assessments (DDAB) assessments. How would you
respond to the customer\\'s inquiry? 

A. DDA A scans and reports on the file structure. 

DDAB reports, in detail, on the files themselves 

B. DDA. reports on and evaluates the contents of the file for deduplication DDAB reports commonality and
characteristics of the files. 

C. DDA A runs a simulated backup of the share and reports on the characteristics. DDAB examines the contents of the
file to determine the ability to deduplicate. 

D. DDAA is a single pass scan DDAB is a multiple pass scan of the file system or database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An EMC NetWorker customer is considering capacity-based licensing. What can be used to determine the capacity size
they would need to license? 

A. Asset Management and Planning appliance 

B. NetWorker License Conformance Report 

C. NetWorker Management Console Status reports 

D. Combined capacity of all NetWorker devices 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A new customer is using EMC NetWorker to manage backup and recovery within their environment. They 

would like to have all backup data go to Advanced File Type devices and be spread across the four 

devices that they are currently using. 

The customer wants to use an additional device for new streams once there are eight running on a single 

device Backups should not queue if another device is unavailable. 

Which parameter should be set? 

A. Pool Parallelism 
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B. Savegroup Parallelism 

C. Max Sessions 

D. Target Sessions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer is deploying an Oracle database and wants to perform online backups of the Oracle database with EMC
NetWorker. Due to the nature of their database application, no Oracle datafiles are striped across disk storage. 

What is a design consideration when configuring RMAN backup? 

A. RMAN multiplexing should be increased from the default value. 

B. RMAN multiplexing should be decreased from the default value. 

C. Value of FILESPERSET should be set larger than the value of MAXOPENFILES. 

D. Value of MAXOPENFILES should match the number of target devices. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is currently running Data Protection Advisor. Over time, concerns have been expressed about performance
degradation. After a complete review, you discovered that performance was being impacted due to data gathered by
Collectors being maintained with configuration data. 

What is the most likely reason for keeping these two types of data separate? 

A. Dynamic nature and large size 

B. Static nature and large size 

C. Dynamic nature and small size 

D. Static nature and small size 

Correct Answer: A 
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